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1, (a) Define convex fiuzy set and show t!\at a fuzq set A on R is convexiff A(7x1+(1,-7)x)2 min[.4 (xr),.4(xr)] for a .r1,x2 €R 10
andalltre[0,1]
(b) Define standard complement of a fuzzy set, standard rmion and standard
intersection oftwo fuzzy sets. l0
lf fuzzy sets Ar A2 defined on [0,80] = X by

tt
a,Or= 

t d
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The find&, A\u A2 and AL n A2
2. (a) Show that the standard fuzzy union of infinite sets is strong cutworthy but notcutworthy. I0

(b) Let f: X + f be an arbitrary crisp function,4i E F(r) and B, € F(y),1 € 1. Then show
that the following properties offunctions obtained by the extension principle hold:10(D If A1 e A2 then f(Ar) e f @r)

(i,) x.!,eo e ,!,rtt,.t
(iiD tf 4e B2$en f-\(Br) = f-r(82)

3. (a) IfC is a continuous fizzy complement the show that c has a unique equilibrium.l0
(b) Let fbe a decreasing generator. The show that a ftrnction g defined by l0s(a)=f(o)-f(a) for a e lo,7)

Is an increasing genemtor with g(1) = /(0)and its pseudo inverseg(-r) ig
given by g(-l)(a) = f(-t)U,@) - q) for a E R.

4. State and prove Firct charactedzation theorem offuzzy complements. 20
5. (a) Wdte short notes on Lattice of fuzzy numbers. I0



O) Write sholt notes on fiEzy equations.
6. (a) Define frrzzy equivalence relation with an example.

(!) For a, b,d,q € [o,1]wherel E,l. Show that
(i) i(q, b) < d iff w/a,d) > b

o\ wtl:Ypr,b) = ,i! ,wi@i,o)
7. (a) If a finite body of evidence (F,m) be nested. Then show that _ l0

(i) BeL(AlB) = min[BelA,BelB)
(iD Pl (A u B) = max[Pl(A), pl(B)) fot al A, B e p(x).

(b) Show that a beliefmeasure Bel on a finite power set p(x) is a probability
measure ifand only ifthe associated basic Fobability assignment function m is
given by lo

m({x}) = B et ({x})and m(A) = o
for aLL subsets of X that qre not singletons,

8. Write an essay on flzzy propositions. 20
9. (a) Let A be a normal firzzy set. For any continuous t_norm I and assoaiated

wioperator. Ifa = wi. l0
rhat is x(A(x), B(y)) = w,(e@), aO)) vx e x,y ey
Then show that B(y) = )!pri7e1r'1,r1e1r1, e 6,11

(b) In multiconditional approximate reasoning, there are four possible ways of
calculating the conclusion B, l0

B,t=A,o(j !N^Rj)
e,r=A,o(;!* R)

B't = !" n'on'j e N"" ""t
B'. = 

II
' t i N'A'oa.

Then show rhal B', e B'4 e B' 1 = 8,3
10. (a) W te short notes on defuzzification methods.

O) Write short on Fuzzy Automata.
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